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ABSTRACT

The characterization of particle size and shape in aggregate production and quality
control has for a long time been based on manual or mechanical measurements.
Sieving, a measuring box, and caliper rule are mostly used. During the last decade, an
image analysis technique has been developed and used for aggregate size and shape
characterization both in the laboratory and in production. Several types of millings
and abrasive tests are used for evaluating the hardness, fragmentation, strength, and
abrasion of aggregates. The aggregate properties based on the mineralogical
composition and the rock texture can be determined by both geological macro- and
microscopical inspection.

There is a lack of 3-D techniques in aggregate characterization. Therefore, a new
method based on laser scanning was adopted and tested. It is a very effective method
that gives an accurate image of the object for later characterization of dimension,
shape, and surface properties.

The main purpose of this Ph.D. study has been to create a usable and reliable tool
for the size, shape, roughness, and volume characterization of aggregate particles and
apply the method to civil engineering problems. A novel method based on the fast
Fourier and power spectrum analyses, together with fractal theory, is developed. By
using a 3-D-laser scanning technique, analyses are run over the surface topography of
the scanned images achieved. All the required parameters could be achieved from one
calculation by comparing the results with some reference shapes like trapezoids or
rectangles. The developed technique has been found to satisfy the requirements and
can be used for whole images of particles scanned from both sides as well as the
images of one-side scanned particles. Statistical evaluation, using correlation and
linear regression analyses, has been carried out to confirm the results and prove the
need for a third dimension in aggregate characterization.

A study of the mechanical degradation of coarse grain aggregates the size of
railway ballast has been successfully conducted based on the 3-D-laser scanning
technique and analytical analysis. For comparison, manual measurement and image
analysis are also used. Degradation is noticeable with all the methods presented, but
the results vary slightly. The analytical method for the scanned particle images
presents deformation more accurately and takes into account the whole particle in
three dimensions.

This publication is a report of the research project. The composition of the thesis
includes a brief summary section with an introduction of the main parts of the
research as well as a literature study of the current status of aggregate characterization
and the control of ballast degradation. The published and submitted papers are
included as attachments and referred to in the manuscript.

Key words: 3-dimension, 3-D, laser scanning, aggregate, ballast, characterization,
size, shape, volume, roughness, Fast Fourier analysis, fractal and degradation.
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Kiviainespartikkelien koon ja muodon karakterisointi sekä tuotannossa että
laadunvalvonnassa on pitkään perustunut manuaalisiin ja mekaanisiin menetelmiin.
Näistä käytetyimpiä ovat olleet seulonta ja käsinmittaus mm. työntömitalla. Viimeisen
vuosikymmen aikana on kiviainesten karakterisointiin kehitetty ja käytetty myös
kuva-analyysi menetelmää laboratorio- ja kenttämittauksissa. Karakterisoinnissa ei
toistaiseksi ole ollut käytössä 3-dimensionaalista menetelmää. Muiden
ominaisuuksien, kuten lujuuden, kovuuden, fragmentoituvuuden ja hioutuvuuden
määrittämiseen löytyy lukuisia testausjärjestelyjä. Lisäksi geologisella makro- ja
mikroskooppisella analyysillä saadaan tietoa kiviaineksen mineralogiasta ja sen
rakenteesta.

3-dimensionaaliseen laser skannaukseen perustuvaa menetelmää on viimevuosina
sovellettu ja testattu geoteknisessä tutkimuksessa. Se on todettu erittäin tarkaksi ja
käyttökelpoiseksi menetelmäksi digitoida objektin topografia karakterisointia varten.
Tämän tutkimusprojektin tavoitteena on ollut kehittää 3-D-laser skannaukseen
perustuva menetelmä kiviainespartikkelien koon, muodon, pintakarkeuden ja
tilavuuden karakterisoimiseksi.

Uusi analyyttinen menetelmä perustuu Fourier analyysiin ja fraktaaliteoriaan.
Analysoinnissa partikkelin Fourier-muunnettua tulosfunktiota verrataan
ennaltamäärätyn geometrisen muodon ns. referenssifunktioon. Funktioiden
frekvenssit sovitetaan yhteneviksi, jolloin kaikki vaaditut parametrit saadaan tulkittua.
Koko skannattu profiili voidaan analysoida yhtäaikaisesti.Menetelmää voidaan
soveltaa sekä kokonaan että vain toiselta puolelta skannatujen partikkelien
analysoinnissa. Sen luotettavuus on varmennettu tilastollisella korrelaatio- ja
lineaariregressioanalyysillä. Tilastollisella tarkastelulla on todistettu myös 3-D
analyysin tarve kiviainestutkimuksesa, sillä partikkelien korkeus on havaittu olevan
merkittävin parametri pintakarkeutta ja tilavuutta analysoitaessa.

Raidesepelin mekaaninen jauhautuvuustarkastelu suoritettiin onnistuneesti
3-D-laser skannausta ja anlayyttistä analysointimenetelmää käyttäen. Tulos- ja
menetelmävertailun vuoksi käytettiin myös manuaalimittausta ja kuva-analyysiä.
Jauhautuvuus havaittiin kaikilla määritystavoilla, joskin kokonaismuutoksen suuruus
vaihteli hieman mittausmenetelmästa riippuen. Analyyttisellä 3-D menetelmällä
saadaan tarkin käsitys partikkelin muodon ja pintatopografian muutoksesta, jonka
merkitys jauhautuvuudessa on prosentuaalisesti merkittävin.
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SAMMANFATTNING

Vid  användning av ballast är det viktigt att kunna karakterisera materialets storlek
och form, både i kvalitetskontroller och i den löpande produktionen. Hittills har
framförallt manuella och mekaniska metoder använts, t ex siktning, mätbox och
skjutmätare. Under det sista årtiondet har metoder för bildanalys av ballastmaterial
utvecklats och använts både i laboratoriet och ute på krossanläggningar. Det krossade
materialets hårdhet, fragmentering, hållfasthet, och nötning kan uppskattas med olika
metoder. Makroskopisk och mikroskopisk inspektion av materialet ger information
om mineralogi och textur.

En brist i dagens bildanalysmetoder är att de främst ger information om materialets
form i bara två dimensioner. Målet för detta forskningsprojekt har varit att utveckla en
användbar och robust 3-D-metod för karakterisering av storlek, form, råhet och volym
av ballastpartiklar och att tillämpa metoden på konstruktionsproblem.

En 3-D metod för karakterisering av ballast med hjälp av laserscanningsteknik har
utvecklats och testats. Den ger en detaljerad bild av objektet som kan användas för
analys av storlek, form och ytegenskaper. En ny analysmetod baserad på ”fast
Fourier- och powerspektrummetoder” och fraktalteori har utvecklats och använts för
att tolka yttopografin på partiklar scannade med 3-D-laserscannern. Alla sökta
parametrar kunde beräknas samtidigt, genom att jämföra resultaten  med
referensformer, såsom trapezoider och rektanglar.

Den utvecklade metoden uppfyller de ställda kraven och kan användas både för
bilder av hela partiklar (scannade från två håll) och för bilder av partiklar som bara är
scannade från ett håll.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Three dimensionality of aggregates

The 3-dimensionality of aggregate particles can be described using two main
parameters; size and shape. They include more detailed information of particle forms:
elongation, flakiness and flatness, roundness or angularity and surface texture or
roughness (Wang & Fernlund, 1994).

The size is typically limited to a certain range of distribution, which varies with the
different purposes. The 3-D shape of aggregate particles (Figure 1) controls the
quality of the final construction and its physical properties. For example, in unbound
layers of roads and railroads, the aggregate particles must have a certain degree of
flakiness and roughness to quarantine the interlocking and stability. The angularity of
the particles affects the friction properties and, together with the surface roughness,
increases, for example, the binding capability of cement in concrete.

A variety of measurement techniques exist for each of the above-mentioned
parameters; for example, manual or mechanical measurements and modern image
analyzing technique. However, the existing methods are mostly 1- or 2-dimensional,
which is not sufficient when characterizing 3-dimensional objects and can lead to
misinterpretations concerning the characteristics of the particles.

Figure 1.  A cubical shape of an aggregate particle and its 3-D image.

1.2 Manual and mechanical methods in aggregate characterization

The traditional sieving is mostly used to evaluate the grain sizes of aggregates and
their distribution. However, the basic assumption in the sieving, that when the
particles pass through, this can provide an idea of the size of the material, is only true
for the completely spherical ones (Figure 2). In most cases, the particles are irregular,
elongated, flaky, and jagged, thus, the thickness or the intermediate axis of the particle
is a more important parameter for sieve results than the length of the longest axis
(Smith & Collis, 1993). Research by Maerz & Zhou (1998) as well as Wang (1997)
also proved that, depending on the shape and roundness, much longer particles might
go through the adjusted square sieve mesh. Furthermore, the separation results are
very much dependent on the duration of the sieving.
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Manual measurements by caliber rule or measuring box are used to evaluate the
size of individual particles and the axial relationship of the dimensions. The longest
dimension is quite simple to measure by these techniques, but the intermediate and
minimum dimensions, are more complicated, at least in the orthogonal directions.
Moreover, the manual measurements are very much dependent upon the measurer,
time consuming, and boring to do.

Surface texture is the expression of the microtopography of aggregate particles and
reflects the petrography and environmental characteristics of the original material
(Smith & Collis, 1993). Roughness can be classified as glassy, smooth, granular,
rough, crystalline, honeycombed, and porous (BS 812, 1975). Texture is less studied
and reliable, simple, and useful methods do not exist. Wright (1955) proposed more
quantitative methods. He estimated manually the roughness of the grains using
microscope studies as early as the 1950s by analyzing enlarged (x125) particle
profiles in a thin section. This method is extremely time consuming and is never used
for industrial applications (Smith & Collis, 1993).

Figure 2.  Relationship between the size and shape of the particle and screen aperture
(Smith & Collis, 1993; Wang & Stephansson, 1996).

1.3 Image analysis

During the last few decades, image processing has been developed for aggregate
characterization, first for laboratory use and, later, for on-line measurements for
aggregate characterization (e.g. Fernlund, 1998; Gonzales & Woods, 1993; Kwan et
al., 1999; Lin & Miller, 1993; Wang, 1997). It is an efficient way to analyze particle
shape and grain size distribution on-line in aggregate production. The size and shape
of the particles is typically measured using pre-known equivalent or circumscribing
geometrical shapes like the ellipse and rectangle with fixed or non- fixed directions
(Figure 3).

The image analysis system is also applied to the roughness and surface texture
analysis of particles. Two main methods exist; Fourier and fractals analysis. Both are
widely used and exist in most image analysis programs. The Fourier method is
applied to shape analysis, but can only be used for the subtle particles. Extreme
rugged or re-entrant surfaces cannot be analyzed. The fractal analysis describes the
degree of surface jaggedness or texture of the particles with a high degree of accuracy
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and it is also suitable for characterizing re-entrant particles. However, it does not
provide any shape information (Wang & Fernlund, 1994).

Although the image analysis method is very promising and a suitable method for
many purposes in aggregate characterization, it has its faults. The method is
2-dimensional, and, because it is based on gray scale analyses, it is very sensitive to
picture quality and environment conditions. Due to the 2-dimensionality of IA, the
size shape and angularity analyses are only based on the visible images of particles.
The depth or 3rd dimension of the material is missing and particles may overlap. Some
trials using 3-D image analyzing systems have been developed in the laboratory, but
have not yet been applied to industrial applications (e.g. Maerz & Zhou, 1998).

A: The longest and the
shortest diameters, dmax
and dmin, of an object.

B: Equivalent ellipse with the
same dmax and dmin as the
object in A.

C: Equivalent circle with
the same area as the
object in A.

D: Perim and Cperim of the
object in A. Only 8 corners
are used to illustrate Cperim.

Eq
uiv
ale
nt

cir
cle

dia
me
ter

dmax

dm
in

dmax

dm
in

Cperim

perim

Figure 3.  Principles of IA: image capturing and size measurements (Lin & Miller,
1993; Hassenrück, 1999).

1.4 Strength and abrasion tests of crushed aggregates

Durability and strength properties of crushed aggregates are tested using different
methods (e.g. Hawkins, 1998; Smith & Collis, 1993). Several test methods exist
depending on the type and purpose of the crushed aggregates and they also vary
between different countries. The following methods are the most typically used for
railroad ballast, which is the fraction mostly used in this study.

Exact and careful petrographic analyses include first-hand information of the
structure and hardness of the material and, further, its usability. The strength of the
aggregate is usually measured by the point load test (ISRM, 1981). A piece of core
drill bite, or even a large piece of aggregate, is placed between the jaws and
pressurized until it breaks. The diameter (D) of the grains should be more than 40 mm
and the length more than 1.3*D. The length of the core sample measured should be
L = 1.3...1.9*D.

To test the abrasion of particles, the Los Angeles and micro-Deval milling is
widely used (AFNOR, 1990; ASTM C 535-96; CEN: EN 1097-2; CEN: prEN 13450,
Stenlid, 1996 & 2000). The Nordic ball mill is a Scandinavian method for railroad
ballast testing (Banverket, 1996; Olsson, 1995; VR, 1995). The basic idea for all three
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milling tests is similar; material is placed into a steel drum and rotated a number of
revolutions. In the LA-test and Nordic ball mill, steel balls are included to induce
fragmentation, but in the micro-Deval method particles tumble towards each other.
The result value or index of test is the weight percent of fine material after milling; for
example in the LA-test it is finer than 1.6 mm. Acceptance limits differ due to the
purpose of the material as well as between different countries. Impact value is tested
by dropping a hammer several times in several series (for example. 10 * 10) against
the material inside a cylinder (VR, 1995). Test material, test series, hammer weight
and material classifications differ between countries.

1.5 An example of aggregate use – Railroad ballast

Railroad ballast material is chosen here as an example of the use of aggregates and
is also the aggregate most analyzed in this study. This is due to several authors
(Huille, 1994; Kolisoja et al., 1999; Olsson, 1995; Peplow et al., 1996; Sahlin, 1993)
having claimed that more research work is needed to establish more precise
information about the gradation and maintenance cycle of railroad ballast. This is
found to be a bottleneck in railroad construction and operation design.

1.5.1 General

The structure of a typical railroad bench consists of upper ballast, sub ballast and
subgrade (Figure 4). Each of these layers plays an important role in providing a stable
support for the track. In this project, the research is focused on the material used in the
upper ballast layer, which is just under, and besides, the track components (rails and
sleepers). This layer is affected by the dynamic loads of trains, the environment and
maintenance. The thickness of the upper layer is typically about 30 cm below the
sleepers and more than 50 cm in total.

Figure 4.  Simplified structure of the railroad bench and forces between the particles.

Railroad ballast has six very important functions, which are dependent on the size,
shape and roughness of the individual particles (Selig, 1998):

• Resist the vertical, lateral and longitudinal forces applied to the ties to hold the
track in its required position,

• Provide some resiliency and energy absorption for the track,
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• Provide large voids of storage and movement of fouling material in the ballast,

• Facilitate adjusting track geometry by providing an ability to rearrange ballast
particles by tamping,

• Provide immediate drainage of water falling onto the track through the layers,

• Reduce pressures from the tie-bearing area to acceptable stress levels for the
underlying materials

1.5.2 Requirements of railroad ballast

The rock materials for ballast have to be selected carefully to fulfill the pre-stated
functions. The most important characteristic is the petrographic description of ballast
material, which should be examined by an experienced geologist (for example,
Boucher & Selig, 1987; Chrismer, 1994; Gaskin & Raymond, 1976; Raymond, 1985;
Raymond & Bathurst, 1987; Uusi-Luomalahti, 1994; Watters et al., 1987). Exact and
careful petrographic analyses include first-hand information of the texture, structure,
and hardness of material and, further, its usability. The gradation, shape, durability,
strength, and surface structure should be tested.

Experience shows that, the best performing ballast generally consists of (Selig &
Waters, 1998; Selig, 1998):

• particles produced by crushing hard and durable rock,

• a narrow range of particle sizes,

• angular particles which are not flaky or elongated,

• particles with a high specific gravity and low water absorption, and

• particles with rough surface textures.

For all these characteristics, except roughness, there exist certain data and
restrictions, which vary for different countries and railroad authorities (e.g. Banverket,
1996; VR, 1995), but yet are normalized by EU nations (CEN: prEN 13450 - DRAFT
1999). Some detailed information of the Swedish Railway Authority requirements for
ballast is presented in Paper C.

It is not common practice to combine the individual properties into a composite
specification, although it would represent the optimum performance of ballast
material. However, some combination of properties has been done to predict ballast
lifetime against the amount of  traffic tonnage together with laboratory-tested material
strength (e.g. Raymond, 1985; Raymond & Bathurst, 1994; Uusi-Luomalahti, 1994).

1.5.3 Stress concentration and modeling

Ballast layers are under much pressure from the static and dynamic trainload. In
Sweden, the maximum axle load on personal traffic tracks is 22.5 tons. On ore
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transport tracks, a maximum axle load of 25 tons is accepted. The total cumulative
track load can be estimated by calculating the sum of all train passages, or, more
specifically, by taking the speed of trains into account (Eq. 1, Esveld, 1989). By
knowing the load at the rails, the behavior of the track structures and ballast can be
modeled. Two main models for behavior of railroad ballast under loading have been
proposed in the literature (Peplow et al., 1996); 1) Resilient modulus approach, and,
2) elasto-plastic and the variable module approach.

)(*
18

*
100

* tonD
P

T
V

TT c
gpj += , (1)

where:

Tj = Equivalent amount of tons
Tp = Loading of passenger trains
Tg = Loading of cargo trains
V = Maximum speed (km/h)
D = Diameter of wheel (m)
Pc = Maximum axle load with wheel diameter D (ton).

In the resilient modulus approach, the ballast is assumed to behave as a non-linear
elastic material. The resilient modulus and shear behavior is found to be independent
of particle size, but is significantly effected by volumetric behavior.

Another typical model is based on the elasto-plastic behavior of ballast, and the
variable module approach. In the analysis, the increment of deviator and mean stress
tensor, as well as, bulk and shear modulus are used. Both shear and bulk modulus are
assumed to be dependent on the stress and strain invariant (Peplow et al., 1996). It
was concluded, that such models can provide satisfactory predictions for some
problems, but for accurate predictions of the behavior of ballast, plasticity models are
required.

At the Division of Engineering Geology in KTH, a test of the mechanical behavior
of ballast under dynamic loading in the laboratory has been conducted (Lindahl,
1996). The aim of the test was to simulate the laboratory experiment by using the
PFC2D (Itasca, 1995) software. In the laboratory test, the ballast material was placed
in a cylinder, 400 mm in diameter, and dynamically loaded (125 kN) with a controlled
frequency of 1 Hz. Vertical deformations in the cylinder were recorded and filmed
through the side window. Similar behavior could be later modeled quite accurately. In
the models, the particle shapes were selected from the most typical ones introduced by
Wang (1997) and uniformly distributed. The friction parameters and the density
parameters were estimated due to the lack of measured values.

Ideally, in such stress-strain analyses for unbound granular material, each particle
should be individually considered. However, the calculations needed to perform such
an analysis are very complex, and the understanding of stresses in contact points
between the grains is readily available (Hoff et al., 1999).

For analytical and numerical models, more accurate data of particles are needed,
particularly on three dimensions. Shape properties, together with surface roughness
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and texture, determine the friction of the particles and play a major role in such
analyses. The present methods of characterization like sieving or image analysis (see.
Chapter 1.1) do not fully satisfy the requirements of particle information. Moreover,
to have accurate information on the material constants, such as bulk and shear
modulus, tri-axial laboratory testing of ballast material on a real size scale is needed
(Lekarp, 1997; Kolisoja, 1997).

1.6 Aim of the study

A new and more accurate method for the characterization of aggregate particles in
3-dimension is needed. Laser scanning is introduced as a new method for the
characterization of particles. The method differs from the image analyzing system.
Instead of gray-scale pictures in image analysis, the scanned images are constructed
by the (x,y,z) co-ordinates. As a result, the scanning technique of the whole
topography of the particle can be included in the analysis.

During the first attempt to apply the scanning technique to aggregate
characterization, the computer programs for the fast geometrical evaluation of size
and volume of particles were developed (Illerström, 1998). Based on the promising,
reliable results, it was decided to continue the development of the method.

This Ph.D. project was started in autumn 1998, with an aim to developing a more
comprehensive and accurate method of evaluating the main parameters for research or
quality control of the aggregate particles based on the 3-D-laser scanning technique.
The main aim was to create a method of analyzing quantitatively the friction
properties such as the surface roughness and 3-dimensional shape of the particles. A
novel technique based on the fast Fourier and fractal analyses is developed and
applied to aggregate research (Paper B). The analyses have been developed both for
whole 3-D images of the particles reconstructed from two sides of scanning, and for
images from only one-side scanning. By using the latter method, the time needed for
particle analysis is reduced and an opportunity to analyze fine material with the same
methods is given (Paper E).

A study of the mechanical degradation of ballast material used in the railroads has
been accomplished by using the LA-milling together with the 3-D-laser scanning
technique. The prediction of degradation and maintenance design are known to be one
of the bottlenecks in railroad engineering. There is a general consensus that more
research is needed to establish a better understanding of the controlling factors in
ballast degradation.

The degradation study has been performed in two phases. In the first phase, seven
samples of different rock types have been selected and milling-induced wearing has
periodically been analyzed by using the 3-D-laser scanning technique (Paper C). In
the second phase, two out of the seven rock types were selected for a more detailed
evaluation (Paper D). In both phases, the results obtained by using the 3-dimensional
scanning technique, together with both the analytical and geometrical analyzing
methods, as well as manual measurements, are compared and discussed.
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2 3-D-CHARACTERIZATION OF AGGREGATES

2.1 3-D-laser scanning system

The 3-dimensional characterization of aggregates is based on scanned images
obtained by a 3-D-laser scanning system (Figure 5). A full description of the system is
given in Paper B, and also briefly in Papers C and D, and Lanaro et al. (2000).

Figure 5.  An overview of the 3-D-laser-scanner; Charlyrobot CN 400 and co-
ordinate table 1000*1040*420 mm (left). Kréon KLS 50 sensor, the measurement
origo and samples with glued reference spheres (right).

The main component of the 3-D-laser digitizing system is a laser sensor Kréon
KLS 50. The sensor is attached to a co-ordinate-measuring machine (CMM),
“Charlyrobot CN 400” that moves the scanner along three orthogonal axes. The
program “Kréon Reporter Plus" is used to control the equipment and manipulate the
generated data for further processing. An electronic control unit (ECU) connects the
laser sensor, the machine controller for the CMM, and a computer and processes the
signal in real time. The collected data consist of 3-D co-ordinate points constituting
large clouds of points. The co-ordinates are stored as ASCII or binary format files and
are later handled using different engineering packages for topography analyses; such
as Surfacer (Imageware, USA).

The scanner sensor uses a technique of fine triangulation by means of a light
source and the reflected light rays from the sample. The laser projects a light strip
25 mm wide on the surface of the object and defines a “laser plane”. Two CCD
(Charge Coupled Device) cameras capture the images of the object cut by the laser
plane. Since the position of the cameras with respect to the laser source is known, it is
possible to project the images back onto the plane by mathematical transformations.

The operator chooses the origin of the data point and programs the path for the
measurement (Figure 6The scanner moves at a distance of between 50 and 100 mm
from the object(s) and picks 600 points along each laser strip with an accuracy of
±50 µm. Vertical surfaces can also be scanned since the sensor is inclined 22.5° with
respect to the vertical axis. In case of shadows or overhangs, the laser sensor can be
manually rotated in steps of 90°.
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Figure 6. The path of the sensor over a sample (Kréon Industrie, 1997).

The object(s) has to be scanned twice to have a complete 3-D image. After placing
the object on the table in a stable position, the scanning of the upper part can start.
The scanner follows the pre-programmed path and stores the data at the end of one
row. Then the object is turned over so that the other side can be digitized. Once the
object is completely scanned, the data of the upper and lower parts are stored as
binary image point-clouds and combined with Surfacer software (Imageware, 1999).

This combining process requires at least three identifiable points or features on the
object to be used as reference points. Since aggregates rarely have such features, these
points have to be added. One solution is to use ballbearings glued on the rock
(Figure 5), since a sphere has a center point that can easily be calculated and used as
the reference point. These points are calculated on both images, upper and lower, and
then the computer will join the images in the best possible way (with the least error).

Every surface has different reflecting properties and, depending on the reflection,
the accuracy of the acquisition and amount of noise will vary. However, the
reflectance properties of the majority of rocks are constant as a first assumption, so
one adjustment file can be used for all acquisitions. If the reflection of the laser beam
is poor or too strong, adjustments can easily be done.

The advantage of the 3-D-laser digitizing system is the high accuracy and
resolution for even small surface details and it does not enlarge the size or shape of
the scanned object. Moreover, the scanning process is fully automatic with pre-
programmed scanning paths (Figure 6), so the samples can be scanned without the
inspection of the operator.

2.2 Analysis methods

2.2.1 State-of-the-art

In this study, two different 3-dimensional analyzing methods are used; a
geometrical method and an analytical method, respectively. The geometrical method
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is based on the previous research by Illerström (1998) where the functions for volume
and dimension analyses are based on the Scoll-language of the Surfacer program.
However, during this study some modifications have been made for validating the
applicability of the functions. The second, the analytical method, is based on the
Fourier, power spectrum and fractal theories, and is developed and validated within
this study. A full description of both methods and the validation of the analytical one
are presented in Paper B as well as Lanaro et al. (2000), Tolppanen et al. (2001) and
only briefly summarized here.

2.2.2 Geometrical method

After scanning and combining the images, the whole 3-D geometry of the
aggregate particles is ready for dimension determination. Illerström (1998) proposed
two alternative geometrical methods for size characterization; cylindrical and parallel
plane encompassing.

In cylindrical encompassing, the smallest diameter cylinder around the particle is
calculated (Figure 7A). The length of the cylinder gives the maximum dimension
(dmax-geom). Then the topography of the particle is projected onto a plane orthogonal to
the axis of the cylinder. On this projection, the shortest and longest radial chords are
chosen to be the minimum (dmin-geom) and the intermediate (dint-geom) dimensions.

Figure 7.  Dimension of the particle calculated by using geometrical methods;
A) encompassing cylinder, and, B) encompassing parallel plane method (modified
from Illerström, 1998)

In the parallel plane encompassing technique, two bounding parallel planes to the
particle with the minimum separation are calculated. The distance between the planes
is assumed to be dmin-geom. On the perpendicular projection to these planes, the
maximum and minimum chords are assumed to be dmax-geom and dint-geom (Figure 7B).
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The volume of the particle (Vgeom) can also be geometrically determined by using
pre-programmed functions (Illerström, 1998). Firstly, the particle is divided into a
selected number of cross sections. Then the area of each section is calculated by
including all the image points from inside the selected section thickness
(neighborhood size). The Vgeom is assumed to be the sum of the volumes of each
calculated slice. The number of cross sections determines the desired accuracy of the
results.

The size of the particle should be taken into account if calculating the Vgeom of the
scanned image by using the equations and Scoll-functions presented in the thesis by
Illerström (1998). All the images higher than the position of the measurement origo in
the scanning table (about 40 mm) should be moved wholly above or below the z = 0
level in the Surfacer before running the program. The presented function can not
separate points around the origo, so the volume is diminishing.

2.2.3 Analytical method

A second method for the analysis of the geometry of the aggregate particles is
based on the Fourier analysis of scanned point-cloud images. The method is
developed during this study and fully described in Paper B, Lanaro et al., 2000 and
Tolppanen et al., 2001.

Analysis is performed on the two halves of the images defined by a plane passing
through its mass center. Thus, both halves have equal volume (Figure 8). A three
dimensional spectrum is obtained as a function of two frequency values u and v
(Gonzales & Woods, 1993). The cross-sections of the spectrum are investigated along
the co-ordinate axes.

u

v

Figure 8.Fit plane via the mass center divide the particle into two equal volumes for
Fourier analysis.

The basic idea here is that any continuous and integrable function f(x,y) of the
variables x and y can be resolved by an infinite summation of sine and cosine waves.
Assuming f(x,y) to be discretized into a sequence of M and N samples along the x- and
y-direction, taken with interval ∆x and ∆y, the function can be written
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where F(u,v)=F{f(x,y)} is the Fourier transform of f(x,y). The parameters u/M and
v/N are frequency variables, while the sine and the cosine waves explicitly appear
when using Euler’s formula for i. On the other hand, the Fourier transform of a
discrete function f(x,y) is defined by:
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A theoretical reference model is needed for the interpretation of the experimental
results. The simplest available model is the spectrum of a step-like function, which
has an analytical expression for the frequency-spectrum function (Figure 9). Choosing
more complex geometrical shapes as an input function, like rectangular and triangular
shapes, can refine this theoretical model. These signature functions determine the
pattern of the power spectrum and enable one to determine some characteristic
dimensions of the particles. With the step-like function model, the edge length, X, and
step height (A) can be calculated from the maximum value of the spectrum (AX) and
from the pseudo-period (1/X) of the frequency spectrum (Figure 9).

A = 1

X = 1 X [ mm ]
0

0.2

0.6

4 6 8 10 12
Frequency [ 1/mm ]

AX=1

2/X=2

F(u) = AX
( )uXsin
uXπ

[
m
m
3
] π

Figure 9.  Theoretical frequency spectrum for a step-like function.

In a first order approximation, the aggregate particles seem to resemble the step-
like function to a varying degree depending on their overall shape (Figure 9). Thus,
the dimensions, for example,. the pseudo period 1/X, can be recognized from the
spectrum. Furthermore, the maximum value of the spectrum is related to the volume
(VFou) of the particles. From equation 3, it is straightforward that the values of the
Fourier transform for zero frequency give the volume contained in the particle’s
surface function. Within this study, two reference shapes, the rectangular and
trapezoidal, are used (Paper B).

The shape of the particles can be characterized either by means of indexes or in a
descriptive way by using the following hints:

1. Cubic shapes have a D/A (or dmax /h) index of about two units. These shapes
have an infinite Y/X index.

2. Brick-shaped particles have a D/A index exceeding two units.
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3. Stocky particles with spherical shape present a D/A index close to two units.

4. Regular particles have identical D/A indexes along two perpendicular
directions.

5. Flat particles have D/A indexes more than 3, and rectangular and trapezoidal
shapes are difficult to distinguish.

6. Polyedric particles have a large Y/X index.

7. If the ratio D/A in direction u is three times that of direction v, or vice versa, the
particle is assumed to be elongated,

where A is a thickness or the height of the particle, D is a dimension of the particle
in the apparent direction, X and Y are the step lengths to describe the shape of the
particle (Figure 9, and Paper B).

The texture or roughness of the aggregate surface affects the behavior of the power
spectrum. The spectrum diverges from one of the regular geometrical shapes because
of the roughness (Figure 10). When the spectrum of the signature function is removed,
the residual spectrum appears to be roughly linear in a log-log plot, as in the case of
fractal objects. This operation is possible thanks to the additivity of the Fourier
transform. The fractal dimension of the surface texture can then be inferred.

It has been demonstrated by many authors (e.g. Brown & Scholz, 1985;
Mandelbrot, 1983; Power & Tullis, 1991) that natural and artificial surfaces in rocks
exhibit fractal phenomena. Already Wright in (1955) demonstrated that the fractal
technique can be applied to the texture determination of aggregate surfaces. Fractal
surfaces are determined by frequency spectra following a power law of the spatial
frequency for an isotropic surface with fractal coefficient F0:

( ) ( ) 222
0,

α−
+= vuFvuF (4)

where α is the power exponent of the interpolating power law and F0 describes the
roughness. The power law exponent, α, and a Hurst exponent, H, are related to the
fractal dimension, FR, of the surface by the relationship:

( ) 2/73 α−=−= HFR (5)

The roughness or texture of the surface can then be characterized by a parameter
responding to the scale dependency, FR (or D) or H, and the parameter F0

determining the roughness of the surface at a particular scale. This parameter allows
the comparison of the roughness of different surfaces at the same scale.
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Figure 10.  The 3-D image of an aggregate particle divided by the fit plane (upper
left). Comparison of the resulting frequency function of particle halves to the function
of the reference shape; dimensions X and Y are used for size and shape evaluation
(upper right) and to adjust the two curves (middle). Below: the log-log-plot of the
power spectrum and interpolated power law (α) that represents roughness (F0).

2.2.4 Validation of the analytical method

For the validation of the Fourier-based method, seven particles of amphibole rich
gneiss from previous studies by Jansson & Muhr (1995) and later by Illerström (1998)
were chosen for this study. The particles were analyzed manually, using the image
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analyzing system and by geometrical analyses of 3-D-scanned image. This allows a
comparison between the different techniques for aggregate analyses.

It can be seen (Figure 11), that all four methods give more or less similar results
for the maximum dimension (dmax). The combination (dmax-comb) of the height (h) and
maximum dimension of particle by Fourier analyses (dmax-Fou) is also presented and
will be chosen for use in the further analysis. This is due to the 3-dimensionality of
aggregates so the height has to be taken into account in the dimension evaluations.

However, the result of the minimum dimension (dmin) divides the methods into two
groups. The manual and image analysis method presents equal results for dmin; the
other group being the scanning based methods for the whole 3-D particle. It was also
found that the minimum dimensions in the first group were equal to the intermediate
dimensions (dint) in the scanning methods, respectively. That supports the idea that
total three-dimensionality should be able to taken into account when characterizing
particles like aggregates. In the manual measurements, the longest dimension is easy
to measure, but the minimum is usually more difficult. Also, in the image analysis, the
minimum dimension, usually being the height of particles, can not be evaluated.

Volumes of particles were analyzed using the same methods as for the dimension
except the image analysis. Results from the manual measurement and the geometrical
analyses are equal, but the result from the Fourier method shows 10-30% smaller
values. The shape of the particles is analyzed in two frequencies (u and v) based on
the descriptions presented in Chapter 2.2.3 and results are defined by comparison to
the particles. A very good agreement between the results and the particle was found
(Table 1).
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Figure 11.  Comparison of the dimensions of seven amphibole rich gneiss particles
analyzed by four different methods: manually (Man), image analyzed (IA), and both
geometrical (geom) and Fourier analysis (Fou) of 3-D scanned images.
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Table 1.  Shape indexes for the aggregate samples; Y/X = ratio of the parameters
from the trapezoidal/triangular function (see Fig. 10). D/A = is the ratio between the
thickness and the main dimension of the particle in the same direction u or v.

SHAPEPARTICLE

u v

UP trapezoidal/
flat

Y/X= 3.2
D/A= 5.9

trapezoidal/
flat

Y/X= 2.5
D/A= 4.0

#280

LO trapezoidal/
flat

Y/X= 2.7
D/A= 6.4

rectangular/
flat

Y/X= ∞
D/A= 5.6

UP rectangular/
flat

Y/X= ∞
D/A= 3.5

rectangular/
flat

Y/X= 6.2
D/A= 3.8

#281

LO rectangular Y/X= ∞
D/A= 2.9

rectangular Y/X= ∞
D/A= 3.1

UP rectangular Y/X= ∞
D/A= 2.7

triangular Y/X= 2
D/A= 1.8

#282

LO rectangular Y/X= ∞
D/A= 2.9

triangular Y/X= 2
D/A= 1.5

UP rectangular/
flat

Y/X= 5.2
D/A= 4.8

rectangular/
flat

Y/X= 7.0
D/A= 3.3

#288

LO trapezoidal/
flat

Y/X= 3.8
D/A= 6.4

rectangular/
flat

Y/X= 13.2
D/A= 5.6

UP rectangular/
flat

Y/X= ∞
D/A= 3.4

triangular Y/X= 2
D/A= 1.9

#292

LO rectangular/
flat

Y/X= 8.0
D/A = 3.7

rectangular Y/X= ∞
D/A= 2.0

UP rectangular Y/X= ∞
D/A= 2.5

rectangular Y/X= ∞
D/A= 2.4

#293

LO rectangular/
flat

Y/X= ∞
D/A= 3.7

rectangular Y/X= 6.4
D/A= 2.6

UP trapezoidal/
flat

Y/X= 4.4
D/A= 5.2

rectangular/
flat

Y/X= 5.2
D/A= 3.9

#295

LO trapezoidal/
flat

Y/X= 3.5
D/A= 6.9

rectangular/
flat

Y/X= 19.1
D/A= 6.4
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3 ANALYSIS OF BALLAST DEGRADATION

3.1 General

The properties of individual grains and the ballast layer change over time in
railroad tracks as the ballast degrades by deformation, compaction, and fouling. The
rate of change depends upon the amount of traffic, the axle loads, and the
environmental conditions. The train loading causes both impact and abrasion to the
ballast based on the so-called hit and press effect. Also, unevenness in rail surfaces,
the formation of corrugation and the maintenance of the track cause shock, impacts,
and abrasion (Selig & Waters, 1998). The ballast destruction depends on a) material
properties, b) the shape of particles, c) the arrangements of particles, d) force
concentrations on particle surfaces, and, e) the treatment of the particles.

Different control systems exist to study the level of the ballast degradation to
determine whether it should be maintained or replaced.. The most typical is sampling
and sieving and the use of some generated empiric-based formulation for the sieving
results. To assess the maintenance need, it is necessary to know the following
parameters: 1) characteristics of ballast, 2) history of maintenance, 3) environmental
history, and 4) traffic history (Peplow et al., 1996). Usually, only the last three items
can be estimated from the records.

In Sweden, the state owned Banverket (Swedish National Rail Administration)
runs the railroads. Samples from the upper ballast between the sleepers are taken to
control the condition of the rail bed. A special sampling machine, MUM 9601, built
on a rail maintenance chassis, is used (Figure 12). The chassis contains a percussion
drill-rig, which cores a sample inside to a tube 200 mm in diameter. Samples can be
taken between the rails or from the bench outside the rails. Thereafter, the samples of
specified layers are sieved. For the upper ballast, the material finer than 32 mm should
be less than 40 %, otherwise the ballast layer needs to be replaced.

Figure 12.  Banverket sampling wagon MUM 9601 (left). Coring a sample from the
railroad bench just beside a sleeper in between the rails (middle). Layers of the
sample inside the ø200-mm tube can be seen through the window on the side of tube
(right).
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3.2 Purpose of the study

The main purpose of the degradation study is to measure and understand the
changes in particle properties. Several authors (Huille, 1994; Kolisoja et al., 1999;
Olsson, 1995; Peplow et al., 1996; Sahlin, 1993) have claimed that more research
work is needed to establish a better understanding of gradation and the maintenance
cycle of railroad ballast. What kind of mechanism causes the ballast failure and when
should ballast be cleaned or changed? Most of the existing design methods and
maintenance limits are based on the old studies and are mostly subjective.

This study is divided into two phases. To begin with samples taken from the
railroad between Lund and Arlöv, Southern Sweden is sieved and inspected
macroscopically to get an idea of how the ballast material stays and works inside the
railroad bench. This phase of the study with all the material, sampling, results and
discussion is published in this thesis.

In the second phase of this study, the laboratory degradation program is performed
in two steps. At first, the degradation behavior of seven rock types is tested in the
laboratory under artificial loading by the Los Angeles mill. A further two out of seven
rock types are chosen for more detailed inspection. 3-D-laser scanning together with
presented analyzing methods (Chapter 2) have been applied to the study to
characterize the size, shape, roughness, and volume of the particles and determine the
amount of degradation due to the loading. The main results are presented in this
summary, and in Papers C & D and partly in E.

Sampling for both phases of the study is focused on the material used for the upper
ballast layer below and besides the sleepers. This part of the railroad bench is most
deformed by the dynamic loads of trains and needs frequent maintenance.

3.3 Samples from railroad

3.3.1 Sampling

Samples with the MUM 9601 machine (Figure 12) were taken from railroad
between Lund and Arlöv, Scania in southern Sweden during the night of 8 December
1998. The ballast material was typical “I-class” and 32 – 64 mm in size. The
production place and time for the ballast quarrying were unsure, most likely being
Åstorp quarry at least 20 years ago. The uppermost part of the ballast layer could be
younger due to track maintenance, but underneath the sleepers it was very crushed
and mixed with finer material from the subgrade and environs. Thus, the boundary
between the layers was very difficult to determine. The thickness of the ballast layer
was approximately 35 - 55 cm. The sub-ballast (sand with some gravel) between the
subgrade (natural soils of stiff clay and clay-moraine) and the ballast was about 30 –
40 cm thick.

Four samples were taken to the laboratory for analysis (Nsp = "nedspår" the track
down from Stockholm):
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- LU – AL, Nsp 602+100  (602 km and 100 m from Stockholm C)

- LU – AL, Nsp 602+200,

- LU – AL, Nsp 602+400,

- LU – AL, Nsp 602+500.

3.3.2 Sieving and notifications

Samples were sieved in a Skanska Road laboratory at Bålsta, Sweden. The highest
cumulative percentage value with a 31.5 mm sieve, which is the sieve used to evaluate
the need for maintenance, was found to be 46.2% for sample 602+100. This was the
only sample, which exceeded the limit of the maintenance request (40%). The lowest
value of 22.7% was found for sample 602+400 (Figure 13). The sieving curves show
that all the samples are within a range of “Klass I” material for Swedish railroads,
even the one that exceeded the maintenance limit.
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Figure 13.  Sieving results of the samples taken from Lund - Arlöv. For comparison,
the sieving results of Los Angeles tested samples of Olunda tonalite and Vändle
granite, and the limits for Klass I and II ballast (Banverket, 1996).

Even if the samples are taken only 300 m apart some differences between the most
fractured and less fractured one can be seen by just a cursory inspection. The material
in sample 602+400 (Figure 14, right) is a mixture of small and coarse particles, but
the lighter and larger particles in the sample might be included afterwards. In sample
602+100, the particles are more fragmented or crushed and the amount of finer
particles is much higher. In both samples, particles are angular with rounded edges
and the surface roughness is almost similar. This is mainly due to the fragmentation.

The thickness of the clean and mixed ballast is also measured and printed against
the passing percent of the 31.5 mm sieve (Figure 15). The maintenance limit of 40%
is correlated with a clean ballast layer of 300 mm. This might be just a coincidence,
but the result is interesting.
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Figure 14.  Samples 602+100 (left) and 602+400 from the railroad Lund-Arlöv.
Material smaller than 11.2 mm is removed by sieving. The dark square in the middle
is 120 mm * 120 mm.
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Figure 15.  Thickness of “clean” or “clean + unclean” ballast layers versus the
31.5 mm sieve passing-%.

The sieving curve of the Los Angeles test of the material used as railroad ballast,
tonalite from Olunda (LA-value 9.4) and granite from Vändle (LA 12.1), is included
together with sieving results for comparison). The shape of the curves of the LA
tested material differs considerably from the railroad samples for particles smaller
than the 22.4 mm sieve size. After that, the curves are more or less parallel, but, with
the 31.5 mm sieve, the values are much below the cleaning limit, being 11.5 for
tonalite and 20.5 for granite. This raises the question whether the LA test is  too rough
and violent a method for ballast material since it creates too many fines. Also, does it
explain or predict the behavior of ballast on the railroad bed and help find a better
cleaning or maintenance limit? More tests are definitely needed to determine the
answers. It should be noticed that, in LA-milling, 10 kg of material is tested; 5 kg of
31.5 - 45 mm particles and 5 kg of 45 mm – 63 mm.
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The European Rail Research Institute (ERRI) recommendation for the maintenance
limit is given as 30% in the 22.4 mm sieve (ERRI, 1995), so all the samples are under
that limit value. In Finland, the existing criteria for degradation is the following; if the
aggregation of material, which has passed 1 mm, 8 mm and 25 mm sieves, is more
than 88%, the ballast layer should be replaced or cleaned (VR, 1995; Kolisoja et al.,
1999; Nurmikolu, 2000, Uusi-Luomalahti, 1994). For comparison, the value for the
new quarrying material is about 15%. If calculating the cleaning value of the samples
taken with the Finnish system, none is even near the cleaning limits, being 21.5% –
43.4% (1 + 8 + 22.4 mm) or 30.1% – 62.3% (1 + 8 + 31.5 mm). It shows that the
Finnish system is much more permissive, which is not altogether a good thing.

3.4 Laboratory test of ballast degradation

3.4.1 Material used

The degradation study in the laboratory is performed in two steps. First, one
particle of the seven rock types is tested: Olunda tonalite, Skövde diabase, granite
from Vändle, granite from Storvik, gneissic granite from Åstorp, Umeå sedimentic
gneiss, and limestone from Larsbo (Paper C). These rock types, except the limestone,
are used for Swedish railroads. The sedimentic gneiss is no longer used due to the
mica mineral content being too high. The limestone is chosen as an “extreme” case to
verify the test system, and serve as an example of soft rock. The petrographic analysis
is conducted for each rock type (Table 2 & Figure 16).  All the rock types are also
tested earlier using the Los Angeles mill, thus, providing background information
(Table 3).

Table 2.  Petrography of the material used in the degradation study (Stenlid, 1996).

Rock type limest.
Larsbo

tonalite
Olunda

diabase
Skövde

granite
Storvik

sed.gn.
Umeå

granite
Vändle

gn. granite
Åstorp

Minerals: (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Quartz + 27 - 33 - 32 2 - 30 35 35

Feldspar - 3 - 9 - 28 0 - 35 31 26

Plagioclase + 28 - 33 51 27 6 - 23 30 34

Amphibole - 12 - 17 + 2 1 - 92 3

Biotite - 16 - 17 + 7 0 - 52 3 +

Other 99 (calcite) 2 - 4 48
pyrox. 26
olivine 13

opac 9

4 0 - 10 1 2

Grain
boundaries

curved straight,
non-equigr.

straight,
equigran

saturated,
megacryst

straight,
saturated

straight straight–curved
non-equigran.

Grain size (mm) 0.5 0.1 - 3 0.01 - 0.5 0.05-0.5 0.01 - 2 0.1 - 1 0.05 – 0.3

Metam. gr. low low moderate moderate low–moder. moder. moderate
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A B C

                 D  E   

         F  G   

Figure 16.  Thin sections of: Larsbo limestone (A), Åstorp gneissic granite (B),
Skövde diabase (C), Storvik granite (D), Umeå sedimentary gneiss (E), Olunda
tonalite (F) and Vändle granite (G). Scalar 100 µm presented in the lower left corner
of each slide.

Table 3.  LA values and mean change in sphericity (∆s, particles >31,5 mm) for the
material used in the analyses, n = number of tests (Ebeling, 2000; Eliasson, 2000;
Olsson, 1995; Stenlid, 1996).

ROCK TYPE LA ∆∆∆∆s n (pcs)

Larsbo limestone 26.8 0.11 1

Olunda tonalite 9.4 – 11.1 0.07 10

Skövde diabase 9.3 0.06 1

Storvik granite 11.7 – 14.8 0.07 2

Umeå sedim. gneiss 18.8 – 21.1 0.08 2

Vändle granite 12.1 - 13.9 0.10 6

Åstorp gneissic granite 15.1 - 17.4 0.06 2

In the second step of this artificial laboratory degradation study, the Olunda
tonalite and the Vändle granite were chosen for more detailed examination. Five (5)
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particles of both materials were selected and tested. During the study, an additional 5
LA tests for Vändle granite and one for Olunda tonalite were conducted (Ebeling,
2001; Eliasson, 2001).

3.4.2 Testing procedure

The Los Angeles testing mill was used to create the artificial degradation
(Figure 17). It is one of the most commonly used testing methods for the
characterization of aggregates as it indicates the resistance of the aggregate to
abrasion and fragmentation. The method is also approved in the draft of the European
Standard for Railway Aggregates (prEN 13450: DRAFT 1999). The milling machine
consists of a hollow cylinder, closed at both ends and mounted in such a manner that
it can be rotated with the axis in a horizontal position (Fig. 3). For each test, about 10
kg (±100 g) test material is placed into the cylinder along with 12 steel balls
(approx. 5 kg) and rotated 1000 times at a constant velocity of 30 – 33 rpm. After
1000 revolutions, the test material is sieved. The LA-value is the percentage of
material passing the 1.6 mm sieve size. The standards and norms of LA-testing vary
in different countries, but the basic idea is the same (AFNOR, 1990; ASTM C 535-96;
CEN: EN 1097-2).

In stage one of this study, each of the individual rock particles was milled
simultaneously together with quartzite as a side material in order to obtain the 10 kg
load required; the standard 12 steel balls were used. In the second stage, when testing
just tonalite and granite, diabase was used as a side material in the milling. During the
analysis of four particles taken from the “real” LA test of granite, the possible effect
of the side material was controlled without observing any effects on the results
(Ebeling, 2001).

The degradation test in both the first and second steps of the degradation study is
carried out in a similar way in five stages (Figure 17). At first, the raw material is first
measured using the 3-D-laser scanning technique and manually. Then the total 1000
milling revolutions is periodically done. The measurement procedure between the
millings is done following the routine shown in Figure 17. All the LA millings and
manual measurements were done at Skanska Road laboratory at Bålsta, Sweden.

To achieve reliable scanning results, the samples have to be washed and dried after
milling. Since the particles usually have no distinct reference points, at least three
spheres are glued to the sample to act as reference points. In this study, the ball
bearings were used as the reference points. To avoid disturbing reflections from the
bright balls, a fine layer of white color is sprayed upon them.

The particles are positioned on the table in such a manner that the scanner can
observe them from each side and from all four scanning directions without the need to
be touched during scanning. Also, it should be possible to scan all three reference
spheres from all directions. When simultaneously scanning multiple particles, steps
were taken to avoid overlapping. In case the height of the samples exceeded 50 mm,
an additional scanning layer at a higher position was needed.
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Test stages in the laboratory:

Stage I: Scanning of the particles +
manual measurement

Stage II: 100 revolutions LA + Scanning +
manual measurement

Stage III: 400 revolutions LA + Scanning +
manual measurement

Stage IV: 500 revolutions LA + Scanning +
manual measurement

Preparation of particles   →→→→   Scanning   →→→→   Editing of data   →→→→   Analysis   →→→→

Manual measurements   →→→→   Comparison of results

Figure 17.  The Los Angeles testing machine (upper left), degradation test stages
(upper right), and procedure between the milling stages.

Each sample is scanned from four directions, turned upside-down and scanned
again from all four directions. The resulting data is converted into binary files and
combined in Surfacer (Imageware, 1999) to complete the 3-D-image of the particle
surface. The maximum dimension and volume of the particles is analyzed by using
both the geometrical method (dmax-geom, Vgeom) and analytical Fourier analysis (dmax-Fou,
VFou). The latter method is also used for the roughness (F0) analyses (see Chapter 2.3
and Paper B). The manual measurements were conducted by using a caliber rule for
the maximum dimension (dmax-Man) and weighing in water and air for volume (VMan)
estimation.

3.4.3 Results

In the first phase of the degradation study, one particle from each of the seven rock
types was analyzed. The differences in degradation between the rock types could
easily be seen (Table 4 and Figure 18). As anticipated, it was found that the weaker
rocks, such as limestone and gneiss, lose more of their length and become more
rounded compared with the harder rocks (Table 4). Surface roughness decreases by
between 21 – 56% and the maximum dimension varied from 6 - 43%. The largest
change in roughness for most rock types is obtained within the first 100 revolutions in
the milling machine and it is very small after 500 revolutions.

The maximum dimensions obtained by the Fourier analysis (dmax-Fou) were
typically 7 to 14% lower than those obtained manually or by geometrical analyses. It
should be noted that in the Fourier analysis, the dimensions are average values over
the whole sample, rather than one measured dimension as for the other techniques.
For the intermediate dimension (dint), the Fourier method gave up to 20% lower
values than the cylindrical encompassing technique, but for the minimum dimension,
dmin, the difference between the three methods was only ±2%. Whichever technique
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was used, a change of dimension was observed for each of the rock types,
respectively.

The degradation index (DI) is calculated as the mean value of the percentile
changes in dmax and roughness (F0). Some rock types like limestone and tonalite
become more rounded during milling while others become shorter by fragmentation.
In the latter case, the degradation index presents lower values due to the more limited
change in roughness.

Table 4.  Results of the degradation study; percentage change in dmax evaluated by the
Fourier analyses (Fou), geometrical analyses (geom) and manually (Man). Also the
change in surface roughness (∆F0), sphericity (∆s) and fractal dimension (∆FR) is
presented. DI is a degradation index being the mean value of dimension and
roughness change.

∆∆∆∆dmax-Fou

(%)
∆∆∆∆dmax-geom

(%)
∆∆∆∆dmax-Man

(%)
∆∆∆∆F0

(%)
DI ∆∆∆∆s ∆∆∆∆FR

Limestone - Larsbo 22.6 41.8 43.2 56.0 40.9 0.06 0.19

Tonalite - Olunda 10.1 6.1 7.6 47.5 17.8 0.06 0.28

Diabase - Skövde 10.5 6.0 6.3 29.0 13.0 0.05 0.31

Granite - Storvik 7.1 14.5 10.7 37.0 17.3 0.03 0.30

Sed.gneiss - Umeå 22.7 13.7 13.8 24.6 18.7 0.12 -0.17

Granite - Vändle 14.7 8.3 9.4 11.1 10.9 0.03 0.14

Gn.granite - Åstorp broken broken broken 74.0 - broken 0.33
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Figure 18.  Changes in roughness during milling for different rock types.
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Tonalite from Olunda and granite from Vändle were selected for more detailed
studies. Five particles of both were chosen and tested and the results achieved are
presented in Table 5. The variations can be seen in the, for example, Ton1 of the
tonalite material is showing higher degradation, and, particle Gran1 from the granite
material shows less degradation compared with the other particles..

Table 5.  Percentile change in size and shape of particles during abrasive milling:
maximum dimensions (dmax-Man, dmax-geom, dmax-comb), roughness (F0), volume (VMan,
Vgeom, VFou) and sphericity (SMan, Sgeom, Scomb). DI1= degradation index is a mean
value of dmax and F0, DI2 = Mean value of all parameters.

dmax-Man

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

dmax-geom

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

dmax-comb

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

F0

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

DI1 VMan

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

Vgeom

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

VFou

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

SMan

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

Sgeom

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

Scomb

∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]∆ [%]

DI2

Ton0 7.6 6.1 7.3 47.5 17.1 - 5.1 10.6 - 10.8 4.7 12.5

Ton1 13.8 13.5 6.5 67.3 25.3 8.5 9.1 14.0 12.6 12.0 1.5 15.9

Ton2 12.3 12.4 3.4 20.8 12.2 6.0 6.5 10.5 11.7 11.6 0.0 9.5

Ton3 5.0 4.7 11.2 52.4 18.3 5.7 5.4 12.9 3.2 3.0 8.6 11.2

Ton4 8.2 8.8 0.7 38.9 14.2 8.5 8.3 19.4 5.8 6.5 -6.3 9.9

Ton5 5.7 1.7 6.5 41.9 14.0 8.7 9.1 16.7 2.9 1.4 0.0 9.5

 Aver. 8.8 7.9 6.0 44.8 16.8 7.5 7.3 14.0 7.3 7.5 1.4 11.4

 Stdev. 3.5 4.6 3.6 15.4 4.7 1.5 1.8 3.5 4.6 4.6 5.0 2.5

Gran0 9.4 8.3 12.4 14.4 11.1 - 7.6 15.3 - 8.6 6.9 10.4

Gran1 4.2 5.5 1.5 10.1 5.3 6.9 7.3 1.9 3.2 2.9 4.8

Gran2 7.9 6.0 1.9 51.0 16.7 6.2 12.3 13.6 6.3 1.8 -3.2 10.4

Gran3 7.3 7.3 9.0 53.2 19.2 7.1 8.4 29.8 5.2 4.8 -1.6 13.1

Gran4 10.4 9.2 6.2 30.5 14.1 6.3 6.2 17.5 9.2 7.8 0.0 10.3

Gran5 3.2 3.6 9.5 29.0 11.3 9.4 11.0 5.9 0.0 0.2 9.1 8.1

 Aver. 7.1 6.7 6.7 31.4 13.0 7.2 8.8 16.4 4.5 4.4 2.3 9.5

 Stdev 2.8 2.0 4.4 18.0 4.9 1.3 2.4 8.6 3.7 3.3 4.9 2.8

The degradation index is a mean value calculated in two different ways: 1) only the
change in the maximum dimensions (dmax-Man, dmax-geom, dmax-comb) and the roughness
(F0) is taken into account, 2) changes in all the parameters (as in DI1 + VMan, Vgeom,
VFou and SMan, Sgeom, Scomb) are taken into account. In the latter case, the domination of
roughness is more limited. Tonalite, which has a better LA value, gave a higher
degradation index, because of the bigger change in roughness on tonalite. Granite
degrades mainly by fragmentation. When removing the number 1 particle from both
rocks, the degradation index (DI) is equal. The results of the maximum dimension
from manual measurement (dmax-Man), geometrical analyses (dmax-geom), and, combined
Fourier results (dmax-comb) are very much equal (Figure 19).
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Figure 19.  Maximum dimensions, dmax, for Olunda tonalite and Vändle granite
evaluated by using manual, geometrical, Fourier and combined Fourier methods
(dmax-Fou).

A comparison of the milling-induced diminishing of several properties (length,
volume, sphericity, perimeter, roughness and weight) of granite and tonalite is
presented in Figure 20. The results are collected from previously presented studies
(Papers C & D) and a study of degradation evaluated by image analysis technique
before and after LA milling (Paper D; Eliasson, 2001). The average values presented
in Figure 20 are a normal mean value of the property change evaluated by different
methods and the mean value weighted with the number of analyzed particles.

In the evaluation by the Fourier method, where the whole particle shape is
analyzed, the change in roughness is much larger than evaluated by using the image
analysis (Figure 20). This is due to the 3-dimensionality, because in the image
analysis the roughness is evaluated just from the boundary of a 2-D image. The other
parameters for both rock types are more or less equal and independent of the
evaluation method.
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Figure 20.  Comparison of percentile changes in properties after the LA milling;
evaluated with the Fourier analyses (Sc+FA), geometrical analyses (Sc+Geo), image
analysis (Im. Anal) and manual measurement (Man). The number of particles is
presented in parentheses.
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4 ONE-SIDE SCANNING METHOD

4.1 Motivation

During the degradation study presented in the previous chapter, some new ideas for
increasing efficiency were raised and a new study was started. Instead of using the
whole 3-D image scanned from both sides, scanned data from only one side of the
particles are analyzed (Paper E). A brief summary of the study follows.

For the analyses of coarse particles the same images, as in the previous study were
used, so results from the one-side scanning study could be compared to the existing
analyzing results of whole particle scanning. The one-side particle analyses were
obtained using the full and half height of the image (Figure 21). In addition, two fine-
grained particles were also scanned from one side and analyzed using the same
method. Statistical correlation and linear regression analyses were performed to
validate the obtained results and the methods and also to proof the need for a third
dimension in aggregate characterization.

Figure 21. Whole particle scanned (W) and divided by a fitplane (left). Scanning only
from one side and with a scanning table used as a fitplane; whole height (OS, middle)
and half height (OS2, right). Upper row is a top view and lower row is a front view.
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The main attention within this new study is focused on following aspects:

• reduce the scanning time and the system resources,

• avoid creating reference points in the Surfacer program, so the method could
also be used for smaller particles,

• reduce the time needed to image processing and analyses, and,

• eliminate the problem of overhangs in the Fourier analysis.

4.2 Test material and procedure

Both fine- and coarse-grained materials are used.  Two rock types, Olunda tonalite
and granite from Vändle, of the railroad ballast material (coarse particles 32 – 64 mm)
were analyzed. For finer material, five particles from three different samples of
tonalite from Välsta quarry were chosen; material from 8-11 mm fractions left on the
4 mm sieve, and material from 11-16 mm fractions left from both the 8 mm and 12.5
mm sieves.

The complete 3-D images (W) of coarse grain material were scanned and analyzed
before (Paper C and D, and, Ebeling, 2001), so the point-clouds from only the one-
side scanning (OS) are re-analyzed. Scanning the fine-grained material from one side
is performed during this study. In addition, raising the fitplane level to half height of
the particle gave a divided one-side scanned image (OS2). This is done to avoid the
problem of the overhang of the particles. Only the top part of the particle is analyzed,
and identical tests are performed for both fine and coarse material.

For all images, the Fast Fourier transform is run as explained in Paper B. A total of
15 fine grain and 8 coarse grain particles (5 tonalite, 3 granite) are analyzed. The
coarse particles are scanned both before and after 1000 revolutions of Los Angeles
milling to study the changes in parameters. The geometrical analysis and manual
measurements for the maximum dimension (dmax-geom, dmax-Man) and the volume (Vgeom,
VMan) of the coarse material were obtained in previous studies (Papers C and D, and,
Ebeling, 2001) and used here as a reference.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Maximum dimension

The maximum dimension (dmax) of coarse-grained particles has been analyzed
manually with a caliper rule and by characterizing images of scanned particles in three
different ways. Both the geometrical methods and the Fourier analyses are used. Also,
the projection of the one-side scanned particles is measured where the maximum
dimension is the longest chord of the top view projection of the images. The
combined values (dmax-comb) are used as the maximum dimension for Fourier analyzed
particles. For the fine-grained particles only, the one-side scanned images (OS and
OS2) exist, so dmax by projection and Fourier analyses is achieved. Results for
individual particles are presented in Table 1, Paper E.
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Results from geometrical analyses (dmax-geom) show a very good fit compared to the
manually measured values (dmax-Man, Table 6). From the Fourier analyzed particles, the
one-side scanned image, especially the divided ones (OS2) enter similar results. The
results from the projection (dmaxP) are always smaller than manual ones by about 8%.
This gives an idea of how the results of measurements of 2-D differ from 3-D - as in
the image analysis. Divergence on the results would be expected to be in the order of
±5%. Based on that assumption, all the combined vales are within the range together
with geometrical ones.

The “Abs mean” –value presented in Table 6 is calculated using the absolute (non-
negative) values of difference against the manual measured maximum dimension
(dmax-Man); for example, the Abs mean for dmax-Man and dmax-comb comparison is:

x

dd
meanAbs

icombmaxiManmax

x

1i
−−=

−Σ
= (6)

That value together with the “normal” average shows immediately if all the
parameters are always bigger or smaller.

The finer particles are not manually measured, so the judgement between the
methods can only be obtained by comparing the mean values of the five particles of
different fractions. It can be seen that the divided one-side scanned images (OS2)
differ most. The others are within a range of a few percent.

Table 6. Left: The difference of the maximum dimensions (dmax) of manually measured
and scanned image evaluation according to the coarse material. “Abs mean” is a
mean value based on the absolute values of differing (see. Eq 6), “Mean” is a straight
average value. Right: dmax for the fine materials (mean for five particles) based on the
Fourier and projection analyses of images scanned from one side; 4, 8 and 12,5 are
sieving sizes.

Differ from dmax-Man (Coarse)
(+-sign means bigger than dmax-Man)

Mean value of 5 particles (Fines)

Abs mean (%) Mean (%) 4 mm 8 mm 12.5 mm

dmax-geomW 2.1 -0.4 - - -

dmax-FouW 12.9 -12.9 - - -

dmax-combW 6.5 4.8 - - -

dmax-FouOS 13.2 -13.2 16.19 22.22 21.78

dmaxPOS 7.9 -7.9 15.73 20.54 21.10

dmax-combOS 7.9 5.1 17.51 24.55 25.30

dmax-FouOS2 18.4 -18.4 14.33 18.10 19.82

dmax-combOS2 5.2 0.8 15.74 20.93 23.60
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4.3.2 Roughness

The roughness of coarse particles has been analyzed using the Fourier analyses and
fractal theories as presented in Chapter 2.2. Similar analyses are done for images
analyzed according to all three cases of whole 3-dimensional image (W), one-side
scanned image (OS) and divided one-side scanned image (OS2). The results are
compared based on the change in roughness due to milling 1000 revolutions in the
Los Angeles mill. Two parameters are calculated for the comparison: 1) average
roughness (Av F0) for the whole particle including both halves analyzed from two
directions, and, 2) summation (Sum F0) of all four results; two frequencies u and v at
the upper and lower part.

The results of the divided image from one-side scanning (OS2) and of the whole
3-D image (W) shows quite similar values (Table 7). In contrast, the value of the
whole one-side scanned image (OS) differs greatly and seems to be unreasonable. So,
for the full height of the OS particles, the problems with the Fourier analyses are not
solved; inclined surfaces are not depicted correctly and, thus, induce problems. The
results of the divided particle (OS2) show that, this might be used in future for more
fast analyses instead of whole 3-D images; more analyses are still needed for more
specific conclusions.

Table 7. The results of the roughness percentile change after 1000 revolutions of LA
milling analyzed by three different methods. Av F0 is an average value and Sum F0 is
a summation of values over the four directions.

W OS OS2

Av F0 Sum F0 Av F0 Sum F0 Av F0 Sum F0

Olunda 1 46.3 264 22.4 1398 22.9 223

Olunda 2 20.8 168 (-183.9) (-2863) 13.4 256

Olunda 3 53.3 332 (-67.1) (-1219) 17.7 88

Olunda 4 38.9 158 35.3 518 26.7 94

Olunda 5 29.2 133 (-14.9) (-429) 31.3 175

mean 38 211 29 958 22 167

Vändle1 10.1 29 41.0 902 48.2 1314

Vändle2 51.0 228 (-43.0) (-1469) 19.1 166

Vändle3 53.2 386

Vändle4 32.1 314 28.9 2035 46.6 971

Vändle5 22.7 165

Mean 34 225 35 1469 38 817
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The roughness for fine particles has also been determined. However, due to the
lack of the whole scanned 3-D-images (W), reference values do not exist. The affect
of the particle height on roughness is clearly shown in the plot of particle dimension
versus roughness of fine, where the linear regression factor, R2 = 0.9, was found. So,
for the fine particles, it does not seem to matter if particles are scanned on one side or
not. However, the relationship between maximum dimension (dmax) and roughness is
not satisfactory.

4.3.3 Volume

The volumes of the coarse particles, determined by using geometrical analyses
(Vgeom), are very similar to the results from the manual measurements (VMan,
Table 8). Results from applying the Fourier analyses in the case of the whole particle
(VFouW) and divided one-side (VFouOS2), respectively, are smaller than those manually
measured. The differences for VFouOS2 are too large to be accepted and the results are
too dependent on particle shape.

Results for the volume for one-side scanned images (VFouOS) are always 20-30%
larger than results from manual measurements. The reason for this discrepancy is that
in the one-side scanning, the lowest part of the image is missing because the scanner
does not reach the surfaces under the particles. So, in analysis, the under surface of
the particle is included in  the surface table.

Table 8. The difference of volume from VMan by using geometrical measurements
(Vgeom) and Fourier analyses (VFou) by different methods. “Abs mean” is an average
value based on absolute values (see Eq. 6), “Mean” is a straight average. The
percentile diminishing of volume of tonalite and granite due to the milling is also
presented

Comparison VMan Vgeom VFouW VFouOS VFouOS2

Abs mean (%) - 1.55 11.27 24.90 18.86Difference to
manual
measurements Mean (%) - -0.57 -5.38 24.90 -14.19

Tonalite  (%) 7.5 7.3 14.7 17.7 15.9Change in Vol.
due to the
milling Granite  (%) 7.2 8.8 16.8 15.5 14.6

If comparing the decreasing volume during milling, it can be noticed that the
manually and geometrically obtained results show equal results.  All the results
obtained by Fourier analysis, independent of image size, are also equal, but the values
are double when compared to the manually and geometrically measured ones.
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4.4 Linear regression and correlation analyses

For ensuring the suitability of the different methods of analysis and the achieved
results, a statistical analysis has been performed. The statistics have been calculated
using the computer-processing program SPSS for Windows, release 10.0.5. The
analysis was run in two stages and for two purposes:

1) A correlation analysis was run to test the accuracy of the different analyzing
methods against each other. Images of the whole scanned particle (W) and manual
measurement are used as a reference and images from the one-side scanning are
tested.

2) A linear regression analysis has been done to test the most important parameters
for roughness (Av F0) and volume (VFou). This is also a trial to explore the need for
3-dimensional measurements in the aggregate industry.

The main assumption for all the analyses is that all parameters are independent and
have similar variances (Johnsson, 1994).

4.4.1 Correlation analyze

A total of three “pairwise” and “2-tailed” correlation analyses have been done:

1. Case 1: A correlation that has been made between the results from the upper
and lower direction scanning in the case of “one-side“ (OS) and “divided one-
side” (OS2); only the coarse particles are included in this test.

2. Case 2: A correlation that has been made between the results from analyses of
OS and OS2; both coarse- and fine-grained materials are used.

3. Case 3: A correlation that has been made between the results from Manual,
“Whole 3-D” (W), OS (results from both top and bottom directions) and OS2
(results from both top and bottom directions) methods; only includes coarse
particles.

In the first case, the correlation was significant for roughness (Pearson correlation
factor 0.628), dmax-Fou, dmax-comb and VFou at the level of 0.01. So it can be concluded
that the achieved results in one-side scanning are independent of the emplacement of
particle to the scanning table. For sphericity (SphFou), the correlation was below 0.05
limit, and for fractal dimension (FR) there was no correlation at all.

The outcome for Case 2, an extremely high level of correlation and very low
significance value existed for dmax-Fou (0.978), dmax-comb (0.989) and for VFou (0.976),
respectively. The correlation was significant at 0.01 level for roughness and
sphericity. For fractal dimension (FR), the correlation was below the 0.05 limit, but
definitely higher than for Case 1.

The most interesting analyses were Case 3. The correlation between the different
methods, volume, height (H), dmax and dmax-comb was mostly significant at the level of
0.01 and almost always significant at the 0.05 level (Table 9). This means that for
these parameters the scanning from one or two sides does not affect the results, which
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supports the conclusions presented earlier. The correlation factor for sphericity is, in
some cases, significant; in a few cases it reached the 0.05 level. The results for
roughness and fractal dimensions from correlation analyses were not so encouraging.
In most cases, the correlation for roughness was near the significance level 0.01, but
reached it only once; the correlation was 0.664 between the top and bottom divided
one-side scanned images (OS2).

Table 9. Correlation table for the combined maximum dimension (dmax-comb)
analyzed by the Fourier method (W, OS, OS2) and manually (man); ** is significant
at the 0.01 level, * is significant at the 0.05 level.

Method /
direction

dmax-Man dmax-comb

W
dmax-comb

OSU
dmax-comb

OSL
dmax-comb

OS2U
dmax-comb

OS2L
Pearson Corr.

Sig. (2-tailed)

dmax-man 1.000

-

0.769**

0.001

0.705**

0.002

0.628**

0.009

0.572*

0.021

0.590*

0.016

Pearson Corr.

Sig. (2-tailed)

dmax-comb

W

0.769**

0.001

1.000

-

0.827**

0.000

0.801**

0.000

0.546*

0.029

0.666**

0.005

Pearson Corr.

Sig. (2-tailed)

dmax-comb

OSU

0.705**

0.002

0.827**

0.000

1.000 0.678**

0.004

0.847**

0.000

0.562*

0.024

Pearson Corr.

Sig. (2-tailed)

dmax-comb

OSL

0.628**

0.009

0.801**

0.000

0.678*’

0.004

1.000 0.344

0.192

0.804**

0.000

Pearson Corr.

Sig. (2-tailed)

dmax-comb

OS2U

0.572*

0.021

0.546*

0.029

0.847**

0.000

0.344

0.192

1.000 0.407

0.117

Pearson Corr.

Sig. (2-tailed)

dmax-comb

OS2L

0.590*

0.016

0.666**

0.005

0.562*

0.024

0.804**

0.000

0.407

0.117

1.000

W Whole 3-D image divided via mass center for analyses
OS Scanned only from one side - whole image, U = upper, L = lower
OS2 Scanned only from one side - top half of image, U = upper, L = lower

4.4.2 Regression analyses

The most important parameters that affect the roughness (Av F0) and volume (VFou)
of particles have been tested. The linear regression analysis and ANOVA (Analysis of
Variance) method stepwise by accepting F<0.05 was used. A total of 9 cases were
tested: 1) Fine particles, 2) Coarse particles, 3) Coarse + Fines together, 4) Particles of
Olunda tonalite, 5) Particles of Vändle Granite, 6 – 7) Olunda Tonalite Los Angeles
milling, and, 8 - 9) Vändle Granite prior to & after LA milling.

The height of the particles for both the evaluated parameters can clearly be seen in
all the analyses (Table 10). Before the test, the maximum dimension (dmax) was also
expected to be very important with respect to both roughness and volume. However,
even if the dmax turned out to be the second important parameter, the predominate
factor was height in most cases. As an example, a few general equations for both fines
and coarse particles are presented (Eq. 7 & 8). Constants and coefficients vary for
different fractions, so the scale effect in fractal analyses should be taken into account.
This requires more tests and analyses.
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Table 10.  The result of linear regression analyses for roughness (Av F0).
N = Number of results.

Case N Variable

1

Const Coeff R2

for 1

Variable

2

Const Coeff 1 Coeff 2 R2

for 1 & 2

1 30 h -28.6 11.49 0.900 dmax-comb 2.14 13.45 -2.13 0.920

2 105 h -709.8 44.55 0.422 dmax-comb 1036.27 46.30 -20.78 0.477

3 135 h -374.9 35.93 0.474 dmax-Fou -39.59 46.39 -10.62 0.531

4 61 h -734.7 40.40 0.478  -  -  -  -  -

5 44 h -1228.3 70.19 0.557 SphFou -3711.18 50.51 4332.92 0.622

6 51 h -747.9 40.55 0.455  -  -  -  -  -

7 51 h -717.4 40.31 0.458 VFou -1459.28 94.23 -0.01 0.509

8 34 h -1345.4 72.94 0.562 SphFou -4025.12 47.33 4919.24 0.627

9 34 h -1097.0 68.21 0.537 SphFou -4327.09 45.49 5442.87 0.614

53.0R,d*62.10h*39.4659.39FAv

or48.0R,h*93.359.374FAv
2

Foumax0

2
0

=−++−=

=+−=

−

(7)

90.0R,h*340528610V 2
Fou =+−= , (8)

where:

F0 = roughness of the particle

h = height of the particle [mm]

dmax-Fou = the maximum dimension of the particle [mm]

VFou = Volume of the particle analyzed analytically [mm3]
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5 DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this study, a new method of laser scanning is introduced for the aggregate
characterization. The method adds to a wide range of existing particle analyzing
methods in the aggregate industry and, for the first time, provides an opportunity to
achieve very accurate characterization in 3-dimension. The study is divided into two
main parts; 1) developing a new and accurate analyzing method for particle
characterization, 2) degradation analysis for aggregates. The two parts are separately
discussed in the following sections. Some discussion of scanning and analysis
methods presented in Chapter 2.3 of Paper E are not fully repeated here.

5.1 Scanning and analyzing method on aggregate research

The Kréon laser scanning system used in this study works satisfactorily. The
scanning accuracy of ±50 µm is enough for aggregate characterization, even for
research purposes. The CMM Charlyrobot scanning table performs well and satisfies
all the requirements needed for the scanning process. The available volume,
1 m*1 m*0.4 m, is large enough for scanning ballast material. The equipment is for
laboratory use only and, at present, not suitable for field measurements. Some new
and less sensitive instruments should be developed to allow scanning in the field.

The geometrical method in particle analysis developed by Illerström (1998) is used
in this study for dimension and volume analysis. This method uses the existing
commands in Surfacer software and in Scoll programming language and is simple and
fast to use. The results of the maximum dimension analysis present equal results
compared to manual measurements, which are used as reference values in the study.
Manual measurements were performed using a caliper rule. It is possible to also use
the geometrical analyses for images of one-side scanned particles.

An analytical method is developed in this study for the analysis of ballast size,
shape, and roughness. It is based on the Fast Fourier analysis of scanned point-cloud
image of particles. With Fourier theories, cross-sections of image topography, which
consist of thousands of co-ordinate points, are transformed into continuous functions.
The power spectrums of these functions are adjusted by comparing them to known
reference functions, which directly presents the size and volume of the particle.

Results from Fourier analysis presents about 5 – 10% smaller dimension values
compared with manually or geometrically evaluated results, because of the averaging
procedure over the whole particle. It was found that the combination (dmax-comb) of the
height (H) and analytically calculated maximum dimension of the particle (dmax-Fou),

22
Fou-max Hd + , gave results close to the manually or geometrically measured

maximum dimension of the particle. The combination method is similar to the Feret’s
diameter method used in 2-dimensional image analysis (e.g. Wang et al., 1996),
where length (L) and width (W) of the encompassed rectangle is used instead of the
particle height. The combined value should be used in future analyses. The correlation
between the different results of images of whole scanned particles and one-side
scanned particles showed very high values. For the volume, height (H), dmax and
dmax-comb correlation was significant at the level of 0.01 and almost always significant
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at the 0.05 level. So, particle scanning from only one side is possible and does not
overly affect the results.

The roughness of the particle is analyzed by utilizing fractal theories by studying
the difference between the reference and result functions. The same analysis is done
for images from whole scanned particles, and images obtained only from one side of
the scanning. In most cases, this works fine, but in case of very irregular and
complicated particles, the surface might not be univocal, which leads to errors in
analyses. In the case of whole scanned particles, the splitting of particles into two
equal volumes is performed by a software-generated fitplane option. That is “a black
box” –type command in Surfacer and, in some cases, it causes problems when cutting
the particle in a direction that creates overhangs. This problem is better controlled in
one-side scanning, because the surface of the table is used as a fitplane. This problem
of non-univocal particles is also recognized in aggregate characterization by using the
image analysis method (Wang et Fernlund, 1994, Bower et al., 1997) and should be
studied more in the future. Also, for more accurate results, use of only the rectangular
and trapezoidal signature functions of the reference shapes for curve fitting of the
result matrix is not enough; the spherical and ellipsoidal shapes are needed at least.
Furthermore, in case of irregular particles, it should be possible to apply the
combination of two reference shapes (see Paper E).

Based on the fractal theory (e.g. Power & Thullis, 1991), the evaluated roughness
value (F0) is scale dependent and just describes the amplitude or steepness of the
surface. In most cases, results follow the theory. However, when comparing the
results of images from one-side scanning and those of wholly scanned particles, some
scale or height dependency can be seen. Before the analysis, the particles are divided
via mass center into two equal volumes and these halves are analyzed independently.
In the case of one-side scanned images, the particles are analyzed over the full height,
which sometimes presents a value 3 – 5 times higher for roughness. This might,
however, be the result of unequivocal surfaces as presented earlier. But, the results of
fine-grained material are smaller than those obtained for coarse-grained particle,
which supports the idea of scale or height effect. This should be controlled in future
analysis. With statistical linear regression analysis and the test of variances, the
importance of the particle height in roughness and volume evaluation is proved.

The orientation of the particle at the scanning table affects the roughness results in
the analysis of one-side scanned images. The particle is assumed to be laying on the
flattest, largest surface, and the laser sensor only sees the top view. This also affects
the volume characterization by presenting 20 – 30% higher values due to the
interpretation of the bottom part of the particles. However, it does not affect the size
analysis, which is also proved by using statistical correlation analysis.

The level of accuracy should be carefully planned. In this study, an accuracy of
0.2 mm was used in scanning and 0.4 mm in analyses, which was time consuming.
For the degradation analysis, an accuracy of 1 – 2 mm could be enough. However, for
analyses of microtopography or roughness, a high level of accuracy is needed.

For practical applications, multiple particle analysis is recommended. A multiple
particle scanning is routine, but a continuous analysis of several particles at a time
would be difficult to perform with the method presented. A Fourier analysis using the
existing method would require a large amount of data and, thus, it is time consuming.
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Several steps in this method are also still done for each particle; creating a fitplane,
deleting unnecessary points, and adjusting the reference function to the result
function. A solution to the problem could be to choose a very powerful computer or
develop the whole system to operate in UNIX platform. As a suggestion, the
following “menu” is recommended for utilizing the multiple particle analysis:

1. Placement of particles on the table and separation of individual particles.

2. Define the accuracy of the analysis; the limit of software should be taken into
account to ensure the continuous scanning over a whole group of particles.

3. Scanning from at least three directions.

4. Image creation in Surfacer by combining the scanning results from all
directions.

5. Delete data points with z-co-ordinate less than zero.

6. Separate points with z-co-ordinate equal to 0, and use those as the reference
surface (fitplane).

7. Separate particles, run segmentation using the edge points, and rename these

8. Delete excess points and noises around the particles, by using a neighborhood
distance slightly larger than the accuracy of the measurements.

9. Measure the height of the particles (distance between the reference surface and
the highest z-value) and then combine the reference surface with the particle
image.

10. Run analyses one by one (geometrical and/or analytical method).

11. Compare resulting functions to the reference functions and perform control.

12. Print results to files for further analyses.

The minimum particle size in the scanning technique is not yet known and should
be tested in the future. The smallest particle analyzed in this study is about 15 mm in
length and, for that size, problems in analysis were not encountered.

5.2 Degradation analyses

In the degradation analyses, the Los Angeles testing mill was used to induce
loading to particles. All the test results presented in this study, both new and existing
reference results, were carried out in the same laboratory and following the Swedish
norm for railroad ballast testing (Banverket, 1996). At the time, 10 kg of test material
in 32 – 63 mm fraction (5kg 32-45 mm and 5 kg 45–63 mm), 12 steel balls were
milled for 1000 revolutions. In the first stage of the study, all the seven rock types
were milled simultaneously using quartzite as a side material to fulfill the
requirements in testing norms. In the second stage, tonalite and granite particles were
also milled together and diabase was used as a side material. The possible effect of the
side material on the results was tested by analyzing randomly selected granite
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particles after a “real” milling test. No differences were found; the roughness value
(F0) being 109 - 339 for particles included in the degradation analyses and 98 – 321
for particles from the proper milling (Ebeling, 2001). Furthermore, by milling in three
stages, it is assumed to have no effect on the results, so they can be expected to be
comparable.

The change in dimensions, volume, and roughness was quantitatively characterized
during milling using earlier presented methods. In the first step of the degradation
analyses of seven rock types, differences in behavior between the rock types were
found, which gave support to the developed testing methods. The largest change in
roughness for most rock types is obtained within the first 100 revolutions in the
milling machine and it is very small after 500 milling revolutions (Figure 18). This
raises the question of the need for the last 500 revolutions in LA testing. The change
in the maximum dimension, volume, and sphericity is quite stable during the whole
test. Similar results were found in the second stage of testing, where tonalite from
Olunda and granite from Vändle were selected from the seven rock types. Five
particles of both were tested.

The aim of this study was not to analyze or judge the LA-mill on aggregate testing,
but a few observations can be presented. The test result, LA-index, is a weight percent
of material finer than 1.6 mm. This fine a fraction can only include powder due to the
abrasion, but it does not take the fragmentation into account. Fragmentation happens
in most cases concerning brittle, hard rock material and should be possible to include
in the result when studying the degradation of such a material; at least for railroad
ballast. One way could be to calculate the number of particles in certain fractions after
milling (see Paper D and Stenlid, 1996). The phenomenon of fragmentation is also
found in this study; the degradation index of tonalite was found to be 11.5, thus,
greater than 9.4 for granite, though the LA value for granite is measured higher
(tonalite 9 – 10, granite 12-14). This is caused by the difference in roughness
diminishing, because tonalite just wears down while more brittle rocks like granite
degrade mainly by fragmentation and this induces new rough surfaces.

Another observation is based on the comparison of the sieving results of samples
taken from the railroad bench after 20 – 30 years of use and the LA index of the
tonalite and granite. Both materials are used as railroad ballast and belong to “Klass I”
based on Banverket (1996) classification. The result of the LA tested material presents
a much higher amount of fine particles than detected in the “rail samples” (Figure 13).
This raises the question whether the LA mill is too rough method a to use for ballast
evaluation. This problem should be investigated in the future.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The need for 3-dimensional information of aggregate particles is essential when
studying the frictional properties of unbound layers on roads or the mechanical
behavior of railroad layers under the track. In both cases, the shape and surface
texture play an important role. The present methods of image analysis and sieving do
not generate the required state of data and, thus, do not fulfill the need for accurate
information of aggregate properties.

In this study, the characterization and necessity for a third dimension in aggregate
research is presented. The shape, volume, and roughness results achieved by a new 3-
D-laser scanning technique are found to be reliable and accurate when applied to
ballast characterization. The suitability of the technique is confirmed by comparing
the obtained results with results from manual measurements and image analysis.  The
statistical linear regression and correlation analyses of obtained results are also
supportive.

The characterization of the images of the scanned aggregate particles is carried out
using either the pure geometrical or analytical method for scanned images. The latter
is based on the Fourier analyses and fractal theories. Both methods show comparable
and reliable results, but the texture of the particles can only be analyzed using the
analytical method.

Based on a comparison of the two-side scanned whole 3-D images with images,
which are scanned from only one side, a good agreement in the dimensions, shape,
and volume results is found. The statistical analyses gave a very high correlation
between the methods. Therefore, it can be concluded that it is sufficient to scan the
particles on only one side. That saves time in both the scanning phase and analyses.
However, the best correlation for volume and the maximum dimension is found from
geometrical analyses, but the results from Fourier analyses are within the level of
acceptance. The suitability of the 3-D-laser scanning method for one-side scanned
images provides an opportunity to also analyze smaller particles.

For the roughness and scale dependency (fractal dimension), the problems are not
yet solved. The problems of non-unequivocal surfaces on Fourier analyses also seem
to affect the results obtained for images of one-side scanned particles. However, the
results seem to be more reasonable for divided images of one-side scanned particles,
but still not always at the level of acceptance. In future, more reference forms should
be used in the shape and roughness analyses of the aggregate particles.

The results from statistical analyses show that the height of the particle is the most
important parameter affecting both the roughness and volume of the particles. If
particles are analyzed from the projected 2-dimensional images, very important
information of the friction and binding properties of aggregates might be lost.

Due to the high level of accuracy in the analyzing technique, it was possible to
perform the degradation study of aggregate particles. The changes in particle
properties could be analyzed quantitatively. In most cases, the results obtained using
manual measurements, image analysis or the 3-D methods of scanned images are
found to be alike. For roughness, a significant difference between image and Fourier
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analysis was found due to the true 3-dimensionality in the latter method. This supports
the need for 3-D and whole particle surface analyses in the future.

The use of Los Angeles milling to induce artificial degradation was successful and
can be used for similar tests in the future. However, other mills could be as useful for
inducing degradation, but the achieved results might differ somewhat. The absolute
values of any properties of the aggregate are difficult to use for any conclusions
concerning the degradation, so; instead, the changes in parameters during the milling
are evaluated. Furthermore, samples from an authentic and known environment from
a railroad bench or road structure should be analyzed to have an adequate knowledge
of the real influence of the dynamic load on particles. These results could be
compared with the laboratory results for further conclusions of material properties.
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